Unit 14
Directions: Find and circle the words hidden in the puzzle.

Reference: proposal
Transfer: posture
Abstract: transfer
Traceable: contract
Disposal: abstract
Purpose: disposition
Differ: traceable

Other words:
- reference
- posture
- proposal
- transfer
- abstract
- traceable
- disposal
- purpose
- differ

Inference:
- abstract
- traceable
- disposal
- purpose
- differ

Tract:
- transfer
- contract
- disposition
- purpose
- differ

Transposed:
- proposal
- posture
- traceable
- disposal
- purpose

Fertile:
- reference
- transfer
- abstract
- traceable
- disposal
- purpose
- differ

Preference:
- proposal
- posture
- traceable
- disposal
- purpose
- differ

Other:
- reference
- transfer
- abstract
- traceable
- disposal
- purpose
- differ